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Highlights
• PEBA/PEG/CNT MMMs have been successfully fabricated via solution casting method
• Good CNT dispersion in PEBA polymer has been achieved
• Presence of ether groups in PEG improved CO2 permeability and selectivity Mixed Gas test
showed the negative eﬀect of plasticization
• Incorporation of both CNT and PEG enhanced separation performance of PEBA membrane

Abstract
Poly (ether-block-amide) /poly (ethylene glycol)/ carbon nanotubes mixed matrix membranes have been successfully fabricated using solvent evaporation method to determine the
eﬀect of ethylene oxide groups on the performance of fabricated membranes. The eﬀects of CNTs (2-8 wt%) and PEG (up to 50 wt%) were investigated in both single and mixed gas
test setup in diﬀerent temperature and pressure. Finally the membranes were structurally characterized using Scanning Electron Microscopy, X-Ray Diﬀraction, Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy, and Atomic Force Microscopy. Results showed that addition of carbon nanotubes enhanced the gas separation performance of membranes and presence of
ether groups in poly ethylene glycol improved the CO2 permeability. Membrane containing 8 wt % carbon nanotubes and 50 wt% poly ethylene glycol showed the best performance
with CO2/CH4 selectivity and CO2 permeability of 45 and 302, respectively, at 14 bars operating pressure. Moreover, mixed gas permeation experiments were carried out and results
showed dramatic decrease in CO2 selectivity due to membrane plasticizing. The permeability of CO2 in mixed gas test for membrane containing 50 wt% polyethylene glycol and
8 wt% carbon nanotubes was 193 with CO2/CH4 selectivity of 19 at ambient enviroenment. Furthermore, membranes fabricated by 6 and 8 wt% carbon nanotubes and 50 wt%
polyethylene glycol placed above Robeson’s trade-oﬀ line. The eﬀect of temperature on performance of fabricated membranes was ﬁnally investigated. Results showed an increase
in permeability and decrease in selectivity for all membranes.
© 2018 MPRL. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Environment protection, decrease in heat capacity, and increase in
corrosion of pipelines are some main reasons for elimination of acidic
gasses (CO2, H2S) from natural gas [1,2]. Recently membrane technology
has attracted the attention of many scientists toward gas separation ﬁeld
by using various types of membranes, including organic and inorganic
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membranes. Mixed Matrix Membranes (MMMs) are a type of membrane
that cover beneﬁcence of both organic and inorganic membranes [3,4]. In
general, addition of inorganic ﬁllers to polymer has two opposite eﬀects and
the optimum point of nanoparticle loading should be chosen [5,6].
First studies on MMM was carried out by using zeolite as ﬁller in
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polymeric matrix. Hennepe and co-workers used zeolite based MMM in
pervaporation and gas separation experiences. Results showed that addition of
NaX and AgX zeolite particles to PDMS increased both selectivity and
permeability of ethane/ethylene mixture [7]. Some researchers also used
brilliant properties of carbon nanotubes (CNT) like the high aspect ratio,
excellent mechanical, thermal and electrical properties to enhance the
performance of polymeric membranes [5,8,9].
Line and Freeman investigated the effect of different precursors for
fabrication of membranes for CO2 elimination from gas mixtures. According
to this report, polymers which contain ethylene oxide (EO) functions showed
good CO2 separation performance [10]. PEBA is a thermoplastic copolymer
comprised of polyamide groups as its hard segments and polyether groups,
like PEO, as its soft segments. Presence of ether oxide segments can enhance
the efficiency of PEBA-based membranes for separation of high polarity
gasses like CO2 [11,12].
For the same reason, addition of PEG can improve CO2 permeation
through membranes. PEG polymer has ability to solve acidic gasses and have
good CO2 affinity. This property caused recent research goes toward using
PEG/polymer membrane for CO2 separation. literature review have shown
good CO2 permeability and selectivity and sufficient mechanical stability for
these membranes [13,14]. Studies on effect of CO2 on PEG showed that
moving chains of PEG polymer enhance the solubility of CO2 in
polymers.Some studies showed that CO2 has high solubility tendency into low
molecular weight PEG due to presence of ether groups which are more polar
and attract polar molecules [15,16]. Computer studies of Garzón revealed that
difference in electronegativity of C and O atoms causes specific interactions
between CO2 molecules, which has quadric polar moment, by ether links in
PEG structure [17]. Studies on membranes composed of poly ethers like
poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGda) or poly(propylene glycol) diacrylate
(PPGda) satisfied this explanation and showed high CO 2 selectivity and
permeability [18]. Also Wang et al. studied on the effect of different PEGs on
structure and performance of PEBA MMM and revealed that crystallinity of
membranes can be improved by using high molecular weight PEG [13].
By noticing to superb advantageous of PEBA polymer and PEG and CNT
additives, a broad study about the important factors which effect on
separation performance of MMMs is necessary [19]. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no published result in the open literature that have
focused on the optimized percentage of additives and on the behavior of
interaction of poly ether groups and gases in different pressure and
temperature condition. This research was focused on fabrication of
membranes comprised of PEBA, CNT, and PEG in different percentages for
separation of CO2 from natural gas. In this work, effect of different factors
such as percentage of CNT and PEG in polymer matrix and also influences of
temperature and pressure on CO2 selectivity and permeability were
investigated. Additionally in order to surveying characteristics of membranes,
permeation test and structural analysis were carried out in both single and
mixed gas setup.

2.2.2 Mixed Matrix Membranes:
CNTs were added to solvent and placed in to ultrasonic bath for 1 hr to
acquire high dispersed CNT. Then polymer was gradually added to it and
stirred at 75 oC for 4 hr. Prepared solution was casted on smooth glass plate
and then dried in room temperature for 3 hr. Remained solvent has been
evaporated overnight in oven at 60 oC.
For manufacturing of PEBA/PEG membrane, PEG was added to solvent
and stirred for 2 hr. Then, like previous section, polymer was gradually added
to it.
In this study, MMMs by different loading of CNTs and PEG were
produced. To produce PEBA/CNT/PEG MMM, desired amount of PEG and
CNTs were added to solvent and stirred for 4hr. Then, polymer was added to
obtain a homogenous solution. Solution was casted and dried in ambient
condition like previous samples.
2.3. Membrane characterization
A number of characterization methods have been applied on prepared
membranes to determine quality and structure of membranes: XRD analysis
was carried out to determine structure of membrane using Ni-filtered Cu Ka
radiation by a Philips-X’pertpro, X-ray diffractometer. SEM images were
taken to describe morphology of MMMs and dispersion of nano particles.
LEO-1455VP which was fitted with an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
was used to get SEM images. In order to discovering polymeric bonds and
presence of functional groups, Nicolet Magna-550 spectrometer recorded
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra in KBr pellets at room temperature
in the range of 400–4000 cm-1 and resolution of 4 cm-1 for each spectrum and
finally Samples in dimensions of 10 μm × 10 μm were taken for AFM
analyzing. AFM analysis was conducted using tapping mode of NT-MDT
Solver P47 (The Moscow, Russia) with a spatial resolution of ~2 nm in z
direction, and used to find surface morphology of membranes.
2.4. Gas separation experiments
Permeation tests were carried out in a stainless steel cylindrical module
with effective diameter of 30.86 cm2. Figure 1 shows schematic of module
and permeation test setup. The permeation tests of gases was carried out in
pressure range of 6-14 bar and temperature range of 25 to 40 oC, and data was
measured using simple soap flow meter for single gas setup. For mixed gas
permeation test, permeability was evaluated by gas chromatography setup
(Varian CP-3800, column PORAPAK Q).
CO2 and CH4 gases with proportion of 50-50 were entered into a cylinder
to prepare homogenous mixed gas.

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
There are some available grads of PEBA like 1657, 6100 and 1205 but
1657 type showed good efficiency for CO2/CH4 separation [20]. In this work,
PEBAX 1657 was chosen for continuous phase of MMM and purchased from
ARKEMA Company. Ethanol was supplied by Merc. In order to diminish
crystallinity of membrane, low molecular weight PEG was used as dispersed
phase (PEG200) [13,21]. PEG 200 was bought from LOBA Chemie. CNT
used in this study was multi wall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) and were
bought from Notrino with 10-20 nm diameter, 30 μm length, and 200 m2/g
surface area. CO2 and CH4 cylinders were supplied from Roham Gas Co. with
purity of 99.99%.
2.2. Membrane preparation
2.2.1 Neat PEBA polymeric membrane
PEBA is a hydrophilic polymer and it should be placed into oven at 60 oC
to remove the whole of adsorbed solvent and moisture. Water-ethanol mixture
by volumetric proportion of 30/70 was identified as best solvent, so polymer
was added to water/ethanol solvent to prepare 8 wt% (polymer based)
solution [22–24]. Solution was stirred at temperature of 75 oC for 4 hr and
then put in ultrasonic bath for 15 minutes. Solution was cast on the glass
plate, using 200 micrometer casting knife, to produce a flat thin membrane.
The final thicknesses of membranes are about 60 micrometer, evaluated using
precise micrometer.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of membrane module and permeation test.
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In this study both single and mixed gas tests were carried out and
permeation of gasses was measured in different pressures. In steady state
conditions, permeability and selectivity were calculated from following
correlation [25].
(1)

(2)
which PA is permeability (barer), T0 and T are standard and ambient
temperature (K), P0 and P are standard and ambient pressures (cm Hg), Q is
volumetric flow rate (cm3/s), L is membrane thickness (cm), A is effective
membrane area (cm2), and P is pressure difference in two sides of
membrane (cm Hg). α AB is ideal selectivity of A respect to B.
Gasses used in this research were CO2 and CH4 which have kinetic
diameter of 3.3 Å and 3.8 Å, respectively. Chemical structure of PEBA
compound and PEG200 are depicted in Figure 2.

In order to investigate the effect of PEG and CNT, various membranes
with different percentage of PEG and CNTs were produced. Details of
produced samples are tabulated in Table 1. Additionally some efforts have
been done to produce membranes containing more than 50 wt% PEG, but
they didn’t have adequate strength and mechanical stability, especially in high
pressures. All experiments repeated to ensure accuracy and repeatability of
membranes.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. XRD
XRD results for the neat and MMM membrane with 50% PEG and 2%
CNT are shown in Figure 3. A broaden peak can be observed in the range of
15o to 25o degree which shows integration of both hard and soft parts of
copolymer [27]. According to this figure, polymer has semi–crystalline
structure which shows interconnection of hard part of polymer (polyamides)
with soft parts. Neat PEBA polymer has some peaks in 2θ = 21o and 23 o with
intensity of 380 and 416, respectively [28]. These peaks describe strong
hydrogen bonding between polyamide chains. Therefore additions of CNT
and PEG weakened these hydrogen bonds and decreased intensity of peaks in
21o, which means crystallinity of MMM decreased relative to neat PEBA
[29].

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. Chemical structure of (a) PEBAX 1657 [26], and (b) PEG 200.

Table 1
Details of produced membranes.
Membrane composition

Membrane code

PEBA

Neat

PEBA/CNT 2% wt.

C2

PEBA/PEG 50% wt.

P50

PEBA/PEG 10%wt./CNT 2% wt.

P10C2

PEBA/PEG 20%wt./CNT 2% wt.

P20C2

PEBA/PEG 30%wt./CNT 2% wt.

P30C2

PEBA/PEG 40%wt./CNT 2% wt.

P40C2

PEBA/PEG 50%wt./CNT 2% wt.

P50C2

PEBA/PEG 50%wt./CNT 4% wt.

P50C4

PEBA/PEG 50%wt./CNT 6% wt.

P50C6

PEBA/PEG 50%wt./CNT 8% wt.

P50C8

Fig. 3. XRD spectra for neat polymer and MMM.

(a)

Additionally, graph showed peak value of 23 oreached to value of 501,
which this increase could be attributed to elaboration of membrane
crystallinity by addition of CNTs [13].
3.2. SEM
In order to prepare samples for SEM image, samples were placed in
liquid nitrogen to prepare defect-free cross sections. Figure 4 shows SEM
images for neat and MMM membranes with different CNT and PEG loadings.
In general, SEM images show absolutely dense morphology without any
defect for all neat and MMMs and, therefore, qualify effectiveness of
production procedures.
Compatibility between CNT and PEBA are shown in Figure 4 for both
2% and 8% CNT loading (ii-iv). These images specifically show that no CNT
aggregations were found in PEBA/PEG/CNT membranes. Figure 4d shows
PEBA/PEG MMM which contains 50% PEG.

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. SEM images of (a) cross sectional of neat PEBA membrane, (b) MMM by 10% PEG and 2% CNT, (c) MMM by 50% PEG and 2% CNT, and (d) MMM by 50% PEG.
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3.3. FTIR
Molecular structure of polymers was investigated by FTIR to ensure
about structure of polymer and exploring any defects which may be produced
during production steps in thermal operations, ultrasonic bath or casting step.
Literature revealed that addition of nanoparticles or additives could improve
performance of membrane when a powerful interaction between polymer and
nanoparticles was formed [30].
FTIR results for neat and blended membrane samples are shown in
Figure 5. Peaks located in1109 cm -1 and 1733 cm-1, respectively, represent –
C-O- and –C=O stretching vibration bonds. The absorption bands in 1637
and 3302 cm-1 show H-N-C=O and N-H bonds of PA structure. Wavenumbers
of 2869 and 2930 cm-1 belong to symmetric and asymmetric aliphatic groups
(-C-H) which their intensity attenuated after addition of PEG and CNTs. This
change can be attributed to physical interaction between polymer and CNTs
[31]. C=O group is detectable in wavenumber of 1657 cm-1. Ether groups (CO-C) can be detected at 1040 cm-1. Obtained results, definitely, show that
membrane production made no destruction in structure of polymer.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 6. Surface morphology of membranes obtained by AFM: (a) neat PEBA, (b) MMM
with 2% CNT and 10% PEG, (c) MMM with 2% CNT and 50% PEG, (d) MMM with
8% CNT and 50% PEG, (e) MMM with 50% PEG, and (f) MMM with 2% CNT.

3.5. Single Gas Permeability and Selectivity experiments
Fig. 5. FTIR results of neat PEBA membrane.

Furthermore C-O-H bonds, relevant to PEG polymer can be observed in
1544 cm-1and 1259 cm-1. In 1540 cm-1 peaks of O=C-NH could be also
observed, therefore in this area intensity of peaks is stronger. Also peaks at
1039 cm-1 belongs to ether groups of both PEG and PEBA.
Comparison between neat and MMMs revealed that position of peaks for
some groups slightly has changed, which suggest existence of some
interactions between PEBA polymer and PEG or CNTs. Shifting he peaks of
–N-H and –C=O to lower wave numbers in MMM indicates that addition of
PEG enhanced H-bond formation. Also position of C-O-C ether groups
shifted to lower wave numbers and could be deduced that H-bond was formed
between PEG and PA segments and therefore good interaction between PEG
and PEBA has formed [32].
Presence of CNT can shift peaks in 1100 cm-1 to lower frequency. High
intensity of peaks in this wavenumber can suggest the good physical blending
and chemical stability of matrix and additive polymers. By comparing the
graphs, it is also revealed that MWCNT may influence on the C-O and C-H
stretching vibration of EO segments through hydrogen bonding interaction
[31].
Furthermore peaks of 1463 cm-1 can be attributed to existence of
MWCNTs, although CNTs are black bodies and in FTIR test they can adsorb
most of IR lights and therefore derived spectrum is not clearly reliable to
detect them and FTIR spectrum may have some noise.
3.4. AFM
Topography of membrane surface can be significantly explored using
AFM technique. Figure 6 shows AFM results for different membranes.
Samples in dimensions of 10 μm×10 μm were taken for AFM analyzing.
As figures show, surface rippling increased with PEG and CNT loading
which could be attributed to the formation of bonding between polymer and
additives, as previously shown in FTIR spectra results. The formation of Hbonds decreases the fluidity of polymer dope in the stage of solvent
evaporation and, as a result, the roughness of surface of MMMs respect to
neat ones dramatically increased. Therefore surface area of membranes
increased and, consequently, the permeability of membranes increased. Good
adhesion between polymer and CNT are revealed in AFM results.

An efficient membrane should have high value of both selectivity and
permeability [33]. Figures 7 and 8 show permeability and selectivity trends of
prepared membranes versus pressure. Results show that the CO2 permeability
and the CO2/CH4 selectivity for all membranes increased with PEG and CNT
loading and pressure increment. While permeability of CO2 for the neat
membrane is less than 105 barrer, addition of CNT or PEG enhanced the
permeability to about 200 barrer. This value rises to over 302 barrer when
both CNT and PEG were added to the polymer, as shown in Figure 7.
CNT has a good affinity to adsorb CO2, so by increase in CNT lading its
permeability and selectivity increases. Also CO2 adsorption on CNTs
increases by pressure and, therefore, the CO2 selectivity increases. By
addition of CNT as filler, small accumulations are formed by gathering some
CNT particles. Addition of more CNTs leads to reach to critical point of filler
loading, which is called Percolation Threshold [21]. For PEBA/CNT MMM,
this value estimated to be 8 wt% of CNT. According to Figure 7, the CO2
permeability versus pressure increases by lower rate for the neat polymeric
membrane and the PEBA/PEG MMM relative to CNT containing
membranes. In general, PEBA/CNT/PEG MMMs by 50% loading of PEG
and 8% loading of CNT give highest permeability value, equal to 302 barrer,
whereas the CO2 permeability for neat polymeric membrane reached to 105
barrer. MMM with presence of solo CNT showed the permeability of 211,
and membrane with PEG showed permeability of 191 under the best
condition.
As be observed in Figure 8, the PEBA/PEG membrane showed higher
increment rate of selectivity relative to other samples. The highest CO2/CH4
selectivity belongs to PEBA/PEG/CNT by 50% PEG and 8% CNT loading,
with value of more than 43. This value for the neat membrane was 25 and for
the CNT containing membrane was 13.
Considering the C2 membrane, which fabricated with only 2 wt% CNT,
reveals that it has relatively high CO2 permeability and low selectivity. This
trait could be attributed to some defects on this membrane. It shows that weak
adhesion of polymer-CNT made some cracks in membrane structure and this
defect caused increasing the permeability and decreasing the CO2/CH4
selectivity. Increase in permeability of fabricated MMMs could be explained
based on the XRD results, which are shown in Figure 3 and the results of
previous works [13,34,35]. In better words, addition of both CNT and low
molecular weight PEG can decrease the membrane crystallinity and increase
the gas permeability, as well. XRD data in Figure 3 revealed that crystallinity
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of membranes decreases with PEG loading and, therefore, the CO2 interaction
with EO unit increases and the CO2 permeability rises. Also, PEG polymer
increases free volume of copolymer and, as a result, diffusion coefficients of
membrane increases. Experimental results satisfy this description very well.

As mentioned earlier, AFM results showed that addition of additives
increases the surface area of the membranes and consequently enhance the
gas permeability. Also, FTIR results in Figure 5 revealed that by addition of
PEG and CNTs, interaction between the polymer and additives increased and
this result demonstrates that no voids were formed between PEBA, PEG, and
CNTs during blending. This description was experimentally verified as are
shown in Figures 7 and 8.
Figure 9 shows the position of fabricated membranes in upper bound
curve drawn by Robeson in 2008 and 1991 and comparison of the best
prepared membranes by previous studies. Membranes fabricated by addition
of CNTs from 2 to 8% with loading of 50% PEG gave points above
Robeson's trade off curve (2008) and it can be concluded that they can be
applied in commercial scale. As could be observed in Figure 9, the neat
membrane has very low selectivity due to its rubbery characteristics and is not
suitable for industrial usage. However, incorporation of PEG or CNT
enhanced the selectivity of fabricated membranes: MMM uses the
beneficence of high permeability of polymeric matrix and high selectivity of
nanofillers and therefore membranes could place above the Robeson line.

Fig. 9. Position of produced MMM in Robeson's trade off curve.
Fig. 7. CO2 permeability results of neat and different MMMs.

3.6. Mixed gas tests

Fig. 8. CO2/CH4 selectivity for manufactured membranes.

Lots of studies have carried out about gas separation processes in single
gas test mode. Although single gas tests gain adequate data to evaluate the
performance and efficiency of fabricated membranes, but real gas separations
are performed in mixed conditions. To obtain more accurate results and
discovering the effect of different parameters like gas interactions and
plasticization, mixed gas test have been carried out in this study.
A gas mixture was prepared by mixing 50% CO2 and 50% CH4 in
pressure of 12 bar. To determine the effect of temperature on the membranes
performance, mixed gas experiments were carried out at the temperature
range of 298-313 K. Gas fluxes for this mixture in different membranes are
shown in Figure 10.
Fluxes for all samples increased with temperature, although membranes
which contain both CNT and PEG showed more rapid increment rate. These
results have coincidence with loosens of polymer chains in upper
temperatures. Like single gas test data, the PEBA/PEG/CNT membrane
sample with 50% PEG and 8% CNT showed greatest permeation value,
which was about 193 barrer. This value for the neat membrane was 131 under
the best conditions. Also, the permeability values for PEBA/CNT (C2) and
PEBA/PEG (P50) membranes were 16 and 158, respectively.
Selectivity values of different membranes in mixed gas feed are shown in
Figure 11. Selectivity for all samples decreased versus the temperature and
PEBA/PEG MMM with 50% PEG showed the most rapid rate. Also,
PEBA/PEG/CNT by 50% PEG and 8% CNT showed greatest selectivities in
the mixed gas test mode. This change could be attributed to the CO2
interactions by the MMM segments. Temperature increment causes the
weakness of CO2 interactions by the EO groups and carbon parts of
membrane, but it does not have such a powerful impact on the CH4
interaction. Therefore, temperature increments can diminish the CO2/CH4
selectivity.
Figure 12 shows the comparison of CO2 permeability in two studied
conditions: Mixed gas and single gas test modes. It is obvious that the CO 2
permeability in the mixed gas is lower than that of the single gas results.
Relative to single gas results, the CO2 permeation in mixed gas condition
have dramatically decreased and the CH4 permeation showed a significant
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increment. This change could be attributed to the plasticization effect, which
causes polymer swelling and increase in membrane free volume and the CO2
permeability.

Fig. 12. CO2 permeability comparison for both mixed and single gas test.

4. Conclusions
By noticing to the remarkable properties of PEBA, which recognized in
previous studies (e.g., good permeability and selectivity, chemical resistivity
and its price) it was chosen as an adequate polymer for membrane production.
This type of membrane could be used for removal of acidic gases from natural
gas or flue gas streams. MWCNT and PEG200 were selected to improve
efficiency of membrane. Results revealed that CNT loading in the range of 2
to 8 wt.% could have positive effect and PEG percentages between 10-50%
shows superb results in gas separation. Best results have gained in MMM
with 8wt% loading of CNT and 50wt% loading of PEG. Selectivity increased
by addition of both CNT and PEG. Mixed gas test showed that plasticization
affected on the MMM performance and decreased the CO2 selectivity.
Temperature increased the permeability for all membranes but decreased the
CO2 selectivity.
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